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“OpenStreetMap is Totally Useless”
– average German mailing list member, 2009
The State Of Germany @ SOTM 2009
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(Node statistics look similar.)
Road length (1000km) by type

One out of every two active OSM users edits in Germany!

(rolling 30 days to July 10, 209: figures: 9880 distinct people have edited nodes, 4147 distinct people have done so in Germany =~ 41%).
Things we map

(Flickr images from virtualphotographystudio, bildbunt, threedots, sporkwrapper, maha-online, tillwe, 96dpi, tonnendreher)
(Results from the three-month “Upper Palatinate” project, yield = 25,000 km)
In Bed with the Government (II)

(data given by North-Rhine Westphalia, 20,000 km)
In Bed with the Government (III)

(buildings in Rostock on the Baltic Sea)
A Nation of Engineers (and Coders)

- public transport map
- JOSM development
- OpenSeaMap / FreieTonne
- OSM Inspector
- OffMaps (CurlyBrackets)
- OpenRouteService, 3D stuff (Uni Bonn)
- riding/hiking map
- OSB rewrite
Community & Outreach

The German OSM Conference:
2-5 March 2010, Osnabrück, Germany!

FOSSGIS E.V.
THE END
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